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Abstract

In an increasingly changing environment, different organizations are trying to improve their agility and efficiency by improving their business processes; thus, business process management has been gaining momentum for the last decade. The first step in business process management is the modeling of business processes. Business Process Modeling (BPM), in itself, is very important because it captures business requirements, allows for better understanding of a business and its processes, facilitates communication between business analysts and IT people, and pinpoints deficiencies in processes. It also serves as a basis for automation of these processes. But business process modeling comes with its own challenges since it is a time-consuming, complicated, and error-prone task. As a result, producing a high quality, precise business process model is not easy. BPM patterns, which are general reusable solutions to commonly occurring problems in business process modeling, have been proposed to address these challenges. In this research, we conducted an exploratory study about requirements engineering practices in a large organization. This study identified key challenges in requirements engineering and showed how business process modeling is currently being conducted. Then, we created a survey of the different BPM pattern catalogs existing in the literature. Finally, we presented one of the BPM pattern catalogs in a clear format along with examples of each pattern. The ultimate objective is to allow business analysts to effectively use BPM patterns while creating precise BP models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Building successful enterprise software requires an effective collaboration among Business and IT stakeholders. Business Analysts (BAs) capture requirements in business terms. Software engineers interpret these requirements and translate them into the domain of software technology. Yet the different backgrounds and skill sets of these two stakeholder groups naturally lead to the proverbial Business-IT divide. The two groups across the divide speak different languages, each with their own terms and semantics. It is not uncommon to see projects fail because of poorly understood and miscommunicated requirements across the Business-IT divide [2].

Business Process Management is a discipline and technology that has been gaining attention and been increasingly adopted over the last decade. Some of the key selling points for such technology are that it helps bridge the Business-IT gap, improves productivity, and minimizes miscommunication. Despite the fact that the market for Business Process Management has been growing, the issues it is trying to address have not yet been resolved. This is not to say Business Process Management is not successful, but many challenges remain. We believe that it has not yet achieved its full potential.

1.1 Motivation

Requirements Engineering (RE) is about defining precise, complete software requirements. Having such software requirements early on in the software lifecycle can save a lot of time, effort, and money. In his article “Software Defect Reduction Top 10 List,” Barry Boehm stated that “finding and fixing a software problem after delivery is often 100 times more expensive than finding and fixing it during the requirements and design phase” [18]. He mentioned this fact as early as 1976, when he said, “Clearly, it pays off to invest effort in finding requirements errors early and correcting them in, say, 1 man-hour rather than waiting to find the error during operations and having to spend 100 man-hours correcting it” [19].

The first motivation for this thesis is to understand how requirements engineering activities are being applied by practitioners in enterprise IT and to identify the challenges they face. Business Process Modeling (BPM) captures requirements of
a business and promotes communication between business and IT people, so that the process model can be automated using an SOA Web Services composition.

One of the challenges faced by BPM is achieving a balance between precision and understandability of a business process model i.e., how much a process model is precise and yet easy to understand by both business and IT people.

To simplify models while keeping precision we can use BPM patterns. BPM patterns are general reusable solutions for commonly occurring problems faced by business modelers. Many different catalogs of BPM patterns exist, but these patterns are still being investigated by the research community and have not been widely adopted. This is the reason that we are proposing an exemplar of some patterns selected from the published pattern catalogs.

1.2 Research Objectives

The main objectives of this research are to identify those challenges faced by practitioners in requirement engineering in enterprise IT in general and those challenges related to business process modeling in particular; to conduct a survey of business process modeling catalogs in literature; to create a taxonomy for these catalogs; to present one of these pattern catalogs in an easy to understand format; and to provide examples that demonstrate each pattern. The ultimate objectives are to draw attention to the need of using business process modeling patterns in practice and to allow business analysts to be able to effectively use business process modeling patterns while creating business process models.

1.3 Research Contribution

This research contributes the following:

- an empirical research study on requirements engineering practices in a large corporation was conducted, resulting in the publication of a technical paper and conference paper [17]. This research study identifies

  - 10 key pain points ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the challenges faced by Business Analysts in dealing with Requirements Engineering in practice.
  - 5 tool features wish list from Business Analysts’ points of view ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the desired features for requirements management tools.
  - 6 tool features wish list from developers’ points of view ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the desired features for requirements management tools.
  - the challenges associated with the creation and use of business process models in practice.
• the first survey and classification of BPM pattern catalogs in literature were conducted resulting in the submission of a paper;
• an exemplar for one of the BPM pattern catalogs was created.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we provide background information about previous work related to this research. In chapter 3, in an exploratory study conducted over a period of nine months, we investigate the current practices of Requirement Engineering (RE) in a large IT department and present our observations. Chapter 4 presents the first survey of many different BPM pattern catalogs in literature. Also this chapter proposes a taxonomy for BPM patterns. Chapter 5 presents the control-flow pattern catalog while providing some exemplars. In chapter 6, we conclude this research by giving an overview of the activities achieved and summarize the research contributions. Then we highlight the limitations of our research followed by recommendations for future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Requirements Engineering

Requirements engineering can be defined as “the branch of software engineering concerned with the real-world goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. It is also concerned with the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of software behavior, and to their evolution over time and across software families.”

Business process models are considered one of the tools to capture requirements.

2.2 Business Process Modeling

Davenport [25] defines a business process as “a structured and measured set of activities designed to produce a specific output for a particular customer or market”. Business process models are formal or semi-formal models of business processes. Usually, visual languages like the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) are used for creating business process models. Such models can support discussion among different stakeholders and help them to get a better understanding of the processes in an organization. Important use cases for business process models are the documentation of existing or planned processes, for example documenting compliance with existing regulations. The models can be analyzed to pinpoint possible improvements of the modeled processes. They can also provide a formal basis for the automation of processes.

Business process models describe different aspects of a business process including

- the functional and control aspect—describing the activities to be carried out and the logical and temporal relations between them;

- the data aspect—describing creation, change, transport and consumption of data;

the organizational aspect—describing the organizational roles in an organization and their responsibilities;

the resources aspect—describing resources that are used, consumed or created during the execution of the process.

The creation of business process models is a manual task that requires expert knowledge both in the domain to be modeled and in the formal business process modeling language. Patterns—documented solutions to recurring problems—can be used to reduce difficulties in creating business process models.

2.2.1 Patterns

The idea of studying commonly occurring problems in a particular domain and documenting general reusable solutions for these problems as patterns can be traced back to the work by Christopher Alexander [6] in the 1970s in the field of architecture. Alexander also introduced the concept of pattern languages, a system of patterns that explains the relationships between them. Although Alexander’s work was in the field of architecture, the idea was generic enough to be used in other domains. By the mid 1990s, patterns gained popularity in software engineering as well. In 1994, the Gang-of-Four book [31] introduced object oriented design patterns. It contains a catalog of software design patterns with their names, intent, motivation, applicability, implementation and sample code.

In addition, patterns were used in numerous other areas like software architecture and enterprise application integration. As noted by Barros et al., “patterns have proved invaluable in the reuse of requirements, design and programming knowledge. They were traditionally the province of software design, but have recently emerged in the BPM field” [12].

2.2.2 Business Process Modeling Patterns

We define business process modeling patterns as “general reusable solutions to commonly occurring problems in the area of constructing a formal or semi-formal conceptual business process model”. This “general reusable solution” (i.e. the pattern) can be as small as a construct or a model fragment that solves a “commonly occurring problem”, or it can be even as large as a reference model that describes a group of related processes in a certain business domain.

Literature contains several pattern catalogs in the area of BPM. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no published work that reviews the state of the art in BPM patterns. A researcher who wants to study BPM patterns or a business process modeler who is interested in applying BPM patterns would have to locate and read numerous sources in order to learn about existing pattern catalogs.

Chapter [4] tries to fill in that gap while proposing a taxonomy for different BPM patterns. The taxonomy presented there is a first attempt to formulate a BPM patterns taxonomy.
2.2.3 Disambiguation

In this section, we will compare business process modeling patterns according to our definition with several apparently similar concepts that have been published in the literature.

2.2.3.1 Business Process Patterns

In the existing literature, the term “business process modeling pattern” is not used in a consistent way. For example, Kavanagh [46] and Jung and Sprenger [44] used this term for describing patterns which explain how to develop or improve business processes. In this case, the pattern refers to the actual process; an example for such a pattern would be “Avoid manual tasks that can be done by a computer system”. Formally, this kind of pattern is different from what we call business process modeling pattern in this article. Business process modeling patterns (according to our definition) support the creation or modification of business process models in a (semi-)formal modeling language.

However, in practice it is hard to distinguish between patterns for defining good business processes and patterns for creating good business process models. In particular, if the purpose of modeling is to depict to-be processes instead of just documenting the current as-is situation, this kind of pattern can support the work of a business process modeler very well.

For the sake of clarity, we suggest the use of the term business process patterns for patterns that are related to (re)designing business processes (consistently with [13]), because the focus of such pattern is on the business process and not on its model. An overview of such business process patterns (called “best practices” by Reijers and Mansar) can be found in [74]; they are not subject of the survey in this article.

2.2.3.2 Process Patterns

The term process patterns, introduced by Ambler [7] is used by many authors for describing best practices in software engineering processes. Such patterns can be aligned with different methodologies (such as the Rational Unified Process). They cover all issues of software development, including coding, testing, quality assurance, service delivery, documentation, maintenance, etc.

2.2.3.3 Business Patterns

Hruby [41] states that there are patterns for concepts that can be found in almost all business software applications. Such concepts include economic resources, economic agents, economic events, commitments, and contracts. The patterns describing these concepts are called “business patterns” by Hruby. In a similar way, Eriksson and Penker [28] used the term “business pattern” for the general concept of patterns for modeling businesses, from business architecture to processes, business rules, and business goals.
The IBM Patterns for E-Business [4] refer to architectural patterns that help develop web-based applications. In the context of [4], business patterns are defined as “patterns for the interaction between users, businesses, and data.”

2.2.3.4 Business Model Patterns

In business science, the term “business model pattern” is used for a typical pattern describing the basic economic principles of an organization. Osterwalder and Pigneur [68] define the term business model as follows: “A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value.” The process aspect is part of this broad definition, but a business model also includes several other aspects (like financial aspects, customer relationship management, management of distribution channels, strategic partnerships etc.) [32]. A well-known example of a business model pattern described in [68] is the “Long Tail” business model pattern which became popular in the area of Internet business. Its focus is on "offering a large number of niche products, each of which sells relatively infrequently".

2.2.3.5 Modeling Patterns

Modeling patterns do not directly refer to models but to the process of creating models. The aim of such modeling patterns is to improve the modeling process; desirable results of such patterns include faster generation of models, using fewer resources and with better quality. An example of a pattern catalog for enterprise modeling is [93].

2.2.4 Other BPM-related Patterns

Several kinds of patterns that are related to BPM have been published. In this thesis, we focus on a special kind of such patterns: configurable model fragments from which a business process model in a modeling language like BPMN can be constructed. Other patterns, for example those describing properties of a model, are not the subject of our survey. However, in this section we give a very short overview about existing pattern catalogs.

Quality constraints in a business process model have been compiled as Process Quality Patterns. This term has been used by Förester [30] for behavioral requirements, e.g. “in each execution of the process, a task Sending Goods has to be preceded by a task Payment”. Other authors prefer the terms Compliance Patterns [27] or (Process) Property Specification Patterns [121] (in line with the work of Dwyer at al. [26]). The special case of security property specification is covered by Security Patterns [120].

Patterns for co-occurrence and relationships between activities in a business process model have been called Action Patterns in [90].

Patterns dealing with temporal constraints that have to be fulfilled by a business process instance (called Workflow Time Patterns) have been compiled in [53].
Thom et al. [113] introduced **Change Patterns** that aim to raise the level of abstraction when applying changes to a business process model.

**Service Interaction Patterns** [12] [11] define patterns for interaction between web services in a choreography or an orchestration. Barros et al. [12] [11] give an overview of these patterns; a more detailed compendium has been published by van der Aalst et al. [106].
Chapter 3

Exploratory Study

In this chapter, we present an exploratory study that was conducted in a large IT department over a period of 9 months. In section 3.1, we introduce the study; section 3.2 outlines the work achieved; and section 3.3 presents the results of the exploratory study. Section 3.4 presents our observations about business process modeling. We conclude the chapter with section 3.5 where we present the limitations of the study. This chapter is based on the study report [8].

3.1 Introduction

This exploratory study was conducted as a consulting project for an IT department with few thousands employees serving an organization with around 70,000 employees. This study was conducted over 9 months from April 2009 through January 2010, at two sites.

This study [8] focused on Business Analysts (BAs). There were about 800 BAs in the IT department. The study had two main goals: 1. to evaluate requirements engineering practices, and 2. to determine features of requirements gathering and management tools needed to support requirements engineering.

The study had an exploratory nature: rather than studying a particular issue or problem; the intention was to be inclusive and identify as many issues as possible. Throughout the study, we conducted a series of focus groups followed by semi-structured interviews with business analysts (BAs); business systems analysts (BSAs); development personnel (including developers and architects); and Quality Assurance & Testing (QAT) members. All of these belonged to the Information Technology department mentioned earlier. Different stakeholder statements were analyzed qualitatively and coded to find out a set of key findings. The findings include pain points, good practices, requirements engineering process, reusability, process models and a ranked list of desired features for requirements tooling among other things.
3.2 Methodology

The work achieved within this project included data collection, preparation of collected data for coding (e.g., transcribing recordings), conceptualizing and analyzing the data.

3.2.1 Data collection activities

Data collection took place in two different sites (cities), where the industrial partner has its IT department located.

Table 3.1 presents the details of data collection activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>on-site observations of full-day JAD session (with 26 participants)</td>
<td>Site 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>on-site observations of full-day JAD sessions (with 13 participants)</td>
<td>Site 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>focus group with BAs/BSAs</td>
<td>Site 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>focus group with BAs/BSAs</td>
<td>Site 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>interviews with BAs/BSAs with varied experience</td>
<td>Site 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>interviews with BAs/BSAs with varied experience</td>
<td>Site 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>focus group with software developers</td>
<td>Site 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>focus group with workflow modelers</td>
<td>Site 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>focus group with testers</td>
<td>Site 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>interviews with non-BAs</td>
<td>Site 1,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Details of data collection activities

We first conducted on-site observations of two requirements document review sessions to give us a fresh outsider’s view that has not been biased by any other interactions (i.e., focus groups and interviews). Our objective was to observe what happens in practice and to minimize any potential changes in the behavior of those being observed. To that end, the purpose of the observation was not revealed to the observed. We were sent the requirements documents to be studied in advance to provide us with background about the project and the session. During observation of the session, we neither contributed to the discussion nor commented on anything being said. We were passively observing how the meeting was conducted and how different roles interacted. We did some note taking, and we documented our observations immediately after each session in a mind map. We noticed the large scope of the projects being reviewed and the large number of stakeholders involved. For example, our first meeting had 22 participants in the meeting room and 4 additional ones on the phone. The second meeting had 13 participants in the meeting room. The participants had very diverse roles, and each was sharing his or her unique perspective.

We selected study subjects to cover different role perspectives. We conducted focus groups and interviews with BAs, Business System Analysts (BSAs), software
developers, architects, project leaders, and testers. We refer to BAs and BSAs collectively as BSAs. Since our focus was on requirements, we selected more subjects playing the BSA role than other roles. We selected BSAs with differing amounts of experience and from the two development locations. For the roles with fewer subjects, we preferred more experienced individuals.

We categorized BSAs into three different experience categories:

- Category 1: business analysts new to the organization but with business analysis background from outside;
- Category 2: business analysts new to the role with no previous experience in business analysis; and
- Category 3: senior business analysts.

We were presented with a list of potential interviewees and we chose participants to cover each category. Some of the proposed interviewees were unavailable and, in one case, the person did not show up for the interview.

We had a list of questions prepared for the focus groups and the interviews. In addition, we spontaneously asked questions in response to the evolution of the conversation.

We conducted focus groups after the on-site observations. We planned each focus group to take about 2 hours. For each focus group, we prepared a list of topics based on the observations and study goals. For each topic, we listed a few questions to stimulate discussion. At the beginning of each focus group, we introduced ourselves and stated the objective of the study. We encouraged participants to freely and honestly talk about their experiences and practices they apply in their day-to-day work instead of just the practices that are recommended but not performed in reality. To encourage openness and honesty, we promised to remove all references to specific persons and any information that could be used to identify a person. During the actual discussion, we presented a topic together with a list of questions and we moderated the discussion. We allowed the discussion to flow freely beyond the questions we provided and encouraged the participants to talk freely about all the issues related to the goals of the study that they felt were important. We requested and received permission to voice record the session. Recordings were transcribed and coded as described below.

We conducted individual interviews after the focus groups. We ran each interview within a 45 minute slot, planning only 30 minutes for the actual interview. Based on the focus groups, with a fresh recollection and before coding, we prepared a set of questions covering five areas.

The objective of the question set was to stimulate the interview, but we asked any question only if its topic had not yet been covered. Most questions were open-ended with the aim of generating more interaction, and the interviewees were allowed to digress and discuss what they found important. We stated the objective of the study at the beginning of each interview and we encouraged the interviewees to answer the questions based on their personal experiences from the projects in which they participated at the bank.
For all interviews, the sections and questions prepared in advance were the same. During an interview, we focused on questions, or variations thereof, that were relevant to the experience category of the interviewee. For example, when interviewing a senior BSA, the focus was on how the process changed over the years. Based on his or her experiences we asked the following:

- What are the characterizations of a successful project?
- What are the best practices?
- What are the pain points?

When interviewing a BSA with business analysis experience from outside, we tried to find out how the interviewee’s experience differs from his or her previous experience. When interviewing a BSA new to the role, we focused on how he or she learned to perform his or her job, e.g., with training or mentoring.

Towards the end of each interview, we presented a proposed list of six features of requirements engineering tools and asked the interviewee to rank the features by priority. Each interviewee was free to add new features to or remove the ones he or she felt were not useful from the list.

In the beginning of each interview, we asked for permission to record the interview. Later, the recordings were transcribed and conceptualized.

After conducting 2 focus groups and 10 interviews with BSAs, we moved to Phase 2, in which we conducted 3 focus groups and 8 interviews with developers. Those activities were conducted in the same way as in Phase 1 with a few differences:

1. the questions were prepared based on the results of analysis of Phase 1, and
2. the set of tool features was changed.

Table 3.2 gives a summary of the data collection activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>on-site observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>interviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Summary of data collection activities

### 3.2.2 Data processing and analysis activities

Our main data processing and analysis activities were transcription of recorded focus groups and interviews, taking notes directly from the recordings, conceptualizing the transcripts and notes, analyzing the conceptualizations, and writing the report. This section explains each activity in detail.

Table 3.3 presents a summary of types and amount of collected data.
Table 3.3: Summary of types and amount of collected data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recordings</td>
<td>23 hours</td>
<td>For all of the 5 focus groups and the 18 interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcriptions</td>
<td>181 pages</td>
<td>For 2 focus groups and 11 interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>42 pages</td>
<td>For 3 focus groups and 7 interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptualization</td>
<td>712 features</td>
<td>For 18 interviews and 5 focus groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We chose to transcribe the focus group and interview recordings. Transcription helps in analyzing the data because it eliminates the need to rewind the recordings when different sections need to revisited. We made a fairly precise transcription, leaving out word and sentence repetitions, e.g., “Yes, yes”, fill words, or statements off topic. One hour of recording took 5-6 hours to transcribe.

Due to time constraints, in Phase 2 we decided to take notes instead of doing transcriptions. This sped up the process.

We used conceptualization to extract the main concepts (or statements) from each interview or focus group. This technique involves labelling sections of the transcripts. A label, such as “communication- Through Clients BAs #150”, represents a discrete idea such as “No direct access to the client due to the reorganization that requires to go through client’s BAs”. We refer to labels as features. Features were structured hierarchically; i.e. some features were categorized under other features. We sometimes introduced a new feature in order to group a number of related features. We kept data in a table with a row being a feature and a column being an individual interview or focus group. We marked the cell at a row and column if the column’s interview or focus group raised the point coded by the row’s feature. The process of developing the feature hierarchies was iterative. When conceptualizing a transcript, the features and their structures that were created during conceptualizations of previous transcripts were revised to accommodate any newly discovered concepts, and the conceptualizations of the previous transcripts were revised to reflect the new features. The development of features was driven by the content of the interviews and focus groups rather than by predefined goals.

We provided a short explanatory description for each feature. Our intention was to come up with clear and concise descriptions. During conceptualizing, we always searched for an existing feature that accurately represented the transcript statement at hand. If we found a matching feature, we studied the feature’s description. If both the feature and the description agreed with the statement, we marked the cell at the feature’s row and the transcript’s column, effectively saying that the transcript made a statement represented by the feature. If only the feature matched the transcript’s statement, we modified the feature’s description to cover also the new statement. Otherwise, we simply added a new feature with its own description to cover the new statement. Sometimes, the statements by subjects were imprecise or ambiguous. We did not follow up with clarifications after conceptualization.

Analysis of the conceptualized transcripts is where trends and consensus can be observed. The conceptualization reveals what issues are common or different among two or more transcripts. We used a simple quantitative analysis for this purpose.
For each feature, we provided the total number of interviewees making the point coded by the feature. We provided also a breakdown for each experience category of interviewees based on the category members' experiences. Finally, we provided the total support for each feature, defined as the sum of the number of interviewees making the point coded by the feature and the number of focus groups making the same point. We adjusted the sum to account for possible overlap between the interviewees and focus group members. If an interviewee made a point and a focus group that included the same interviewee as a participant made the same point, we subtracted one from the sum, i.e., effectively not counting the second contribution of the overlapping focus group. Also, we used the same weight for each interviewee and focus group, as we do not see any objective way to assign differing weights. Consequently, a higher support value for a feature indicates a greater consensus among the subjects for the given feature. This analysis approach can be seen as a form of data triangulation, attempting to confirm findings via multiple sources.

Towards the end of each interview, we presented a list of 6 proposed features of requirements engineering tools and asked the interviewee to prioritize the proposed features. The interviewees were free to add new features or remove the ones they felt were not useful from the list. Each interviewee ranked these features starting from 1 as the most important from his or her viewpoint. One interviewee added one feature and another interviewee added two. Thus, the total number of features is now 9. When doing the conceptualization for this part, we gave a feature that was considered the most important by the interviewee the value 9; we gave 8 for the second most important feature; etc. The features that were crossed out were given the value of 0. Based on this conceptualization, the feature with the highest total is the one that was considered by the interviewees the most important feature for a requirements engineering tool.

3.3 Results

In this section we discuss the main issues that we found by analyzing the collected data.

The findings are ordered first by the cumulative support indicated by "..a" (total number of activities that all features mentioned in a given issue were stated in) and second by the total number of features mentioned in the issue indicated by "..f". For example, issues 6 and 7 have the same cumulative support (13) but different number of features (19 and 17, respectively).

We found ten key pain points:

1. Inconsistent methods (20a, 22f)
2. Fragmentation of information over documents and lack of traceability (20a, 22f)
3. Lack of BA/BSA/Client training (19a, 25f)
4. Not enough time for business analysis (17a, 18f)
5. Lack of timely communication between BAs and stakeholders from Development and QAT (14a, 19f)

6. Best practices developed through long-term relationships among some client, BAs/BSAs, Development, and QAT project teams are not disseminated to other project teams (13a, 20f)

7. Communication via client’s BAs (13a, 17f)

8. Lack of enterprise-wide process and system documentation (12a, 17f)

9. Challenges with document lifecycle and change management (10a, 11f)

10. Testers not having enough time for testing (1a, 5f)

At a first glance these issues seems not related to BPM and patterns, but we have to remember that the objective of the study was broad explaining the breadth of the findings. For example, finding number 1 “Inconsistent methods” and number 3 “Lack of BA/BSA/Client training” highlight the need for method consistency and training, which are highly connected, since we cannot expect to have a consistent method without training.

With a closer look at our findings, we can find that BPM in general and BPM patterns can help address, at least partially, some of these findings. For example finding 4 “Not enough time for business analysis” and finding number 5 “Lack of timely communication between BAs and stakeholders from Development and QAT” can be directly addressed by BPM patterns assuming that using BPM patterns will save time while improving communication.

Additionally, we cross checked the findings with the Business Analysis Community of Practice (BA CoP) at the organization and they stated that

1. we did not miss any major issues,
2. we were correct with the findings, and
3. they perceived the report as valuable.

We identified a wish list of 5 tool features (from BAs point of view)

1. recording and linking to rationale,
2. support for search-based and explicit traceability,
3. non-invasive document-template conformance,
4. document versioning, and
5. support for sign off.

Also we identified 6 tool features wish list (from developers point of view)

1. repository of business rules, regulations, and conceptual models,
2. recording and linking to rationale,
3. support for search-based traceability,
4. screen mockups,
5. explicit traceability, and
6. document versioning.

From what we have heard in the focus groups and interviews, management seems to be operating under the assumption that it can control how much Requirements Analysis (RA) is being done. The reality is that there is no escaping doing enough RA to write the code, and if not enough time has been allocated to allow the BSAs to do the RA before writing some Requirements Specification (RS) — generally in the form of an External Design Document (EDD) — to be given to the developers and testers, then the developers and testers will do the additional RA as they do their jobs. In other words, there is always enough time to do the RA. The project makes enough time whether management has allocated it or not.

Michael Jackson [43] once said that “Requirements engineering is where the informal meets the formal.” Figure 3.1 shows a project’s time line, with the raw client ideas on the far left and the code and test cases on the far right. A test case is an input and its expected output.

![Figure 3.1: “Requirements engineering is where the informal meets the formal.”](image)

Client ideas are necessarily informal. They may not have even been put into words. They are just thoughts. Code and test cases are necessarily formal, not just because a program is as formal a language as any mathematical notation, but also because the meaning of any utterance in code and in input data for a program is fully defined, in the first case, by what the machine code generated by the compiler does, and in the second case, by the output generated by the executing program reading the input.

Somewhere along the project time line, the informal client ideas must be converted into something formal enough that the code and test cases can be written. Short of not writing any code or test cases, this conversion is inescapable. Note that to do this conversion, the requirements for the code must be understood. One cannot write code if he does not know what the code is supposed to do. One cannot write a test case, without knowing what output to expect from the code’s reading its input. We can therefore understand that Jackson quote is saying that determining requirements at some point is unavoidable.

There are two extremes about when this conversion happens:
1. at the far right, during coding and test case writing. Each developer determines for herself what the code does at each point in the coding that a decision about the code’s behavior must be made. Each test-case writer determines for himself what the expected output is for the considered input. In this case, the code and test cases end up being the RS.

2. at the far left, when the client is presenting her raw ideas to BAs. The client and BAs discuss the system thoroughly, with the BSs asking the client what she means any time they do not understand what they have heard so far. Not understanding includes the BAs’ realization that there are details missing from what they understand. The output that the BAs produce is the RS expressing as precisely as possible the requirements for the system that they believe the client requires. Ideally, the developers should be able to write the code directly from the RS without having to make any requirement decisions, and the test-case writers should be able to write each of a covering set of test cases from the RS without having to make any requirement decisions. Moreover, some times, the developers are in a distant place, such as India, making direct communication with the client even more difficult and making the completeness of the RS all the more essential.

In between these extremes, there are countless other places in which some project personnel may make a requirements decision to fill in on details that are not captured in whatever RS is generated by the BSAs after whatever RA they have managed to do.

Thus, no matter what, if client ideas have been converted to code and test cases, requirements had to have been determined.

The veracity of this observation is independent of the lifecycle model that is being used:

1. Clearly the observation holds in a non-iterative model.

2. In an iterative model, the observation holds both over the total sequence of iterations and over each iteration.

The key is that whatever lifecycle is chosen, its RE must be allowed to run its course [17], and the client must be available for consultation the whole time of RE. If a waterfall lifecycle is followed, then if RE is not allowed to run its course, then RD continues anyway, but

1. the wrong people do the RD,

2. they do not have access to the client, and

3. the newly discovered requirements are called creep when they are really only the requirements that were not found by the time RE was cut short.

If an Agile or iterative lifecycle is chosen, then the development must have a scope that is small enough that the client can be readily available for questioning during the whole development.
3.4 Observations related to BPM

In this section we focus on our observations related to BPM.

BAs use a charting tool (e.g., Visio) or a presentation tool (e.g., Powerpoint) to capture BP models. Although such tools give a great deal of flexibility, they know nothing about the semantics of the BP model. In addition, such tools create informal BP models that do not adhere to any formal language.

Since management became aware of this problem, there was an initiative a few years ago to introduce a commercial BP modeling tool. That initiative totally failed. The tool was not simple and intuitive enough for BAs. Not only did the average BA feel that the tool was designed for the technical people but even BAs with many years of experience and intimate knowledge of BPM didn’t like using it.

We have noticed that BAs, when asked about BPM as a technology and concepts, they mentioned that they did not want to use it. But with investigation, we discovered that, due to market hype they are confused. They do not differentiate between the concepts and its implementation in the tools. This became clear when we understand that almost all BAs use informal BP modeling but under another name (they use a very lightweight version of the Line of Visibility Enterprise Modeling (LOVEM) methodology [72]). And they consider business process modeling as a very valuable tool to help them understand/capture the business requirements and as a means of documentation to help transfer the requirements to the IT people.

Also we have noticed that BAs do not use a standard graphical notation. And whenever they need to model something new for them, they invent new constructs on the fly or they describe it textually.

One more very important observation is that both BAs and IT people were not aware of the existence of BPM patterns. Consequently, they have never tried to use BPM patterns. Another problem is that they do not use a tool that understands the semantics of BP models. On top of this, the tools available in the industry are either still lacking or have very limited support to BPM patterns.

3.5 Limitations of the exploratory study

The empirical research study conducted has some threats to validity.

3.5.1 Threats to external validity

External validity is the extent to which the findings can be generalized to the whole organization where the study was conducted and other organizations.

The study was exploratory, designed to cover a broad range of issues and uncover details related to the goals of the study and at the same time the study was conducted in a very large organization with a large number of applications (systems) and development groups. Since we could meet only a limited number of people from a few teams, this has an impact on the external validity of the study. So, we cannot claim any completeness, that is, important issues may have been
missed, simply because we did not meet any people who would have told us about them. Additionally, the data and findings may be biased towards the practices of the groups from which the study participants originated.

However, to improve the external validity of the study:

1. we performed the activities in two different sites to cover practices from different work environments,

2. we met with people who use both of the two main development methodologies in the organization,

3. we interviewed BAs who span the 3 categories described in the methods section; unfortunately, only 1 BA from category 1 was available for interview,

4. we conducted the focus group with software developers in one site and the interviews and the focus group with testers in the other site, and

5. we cross checked the report with the Business Analysis Community of Practice, which is a set of senior BAs from different units of the company.

3.5.2 Threats to internal validity

Internal validity is the extent to which the execution of the study results in correct and complete data and reliable findings.

One threat to internal validity is related to the data collection and processing activities: multiple translations. Data collection involved transcribing audio recordings from the interviews and focus groups and some information was lost in the process. Although we strove to be as exact as possible, we did not perform the transcriptions word for word, especially in the focus groups in which multiple people often spoke at the same time. We strove to preserve the actual meaning of the spoken word rather than to achieve exact representation. In Phase 2, we wrote down notes directly from the recordings instead of doing full transcriptions. This threat can be addressed by having two or more researchers verify each other’s transcripts or notes.

Another threat to internal validity is related to calculating the support. In some cases, the support may be higher than in reality due to the fact that some of the focus group participants participated also in interviews, and they might have stated the same feature twice, increasing its support by 1. To address this threat we adjusted the total support.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an exploratory study that was conducted in a large IT department for 9 months. After introducing the study, we explain the work achieved then presented the results of the exploratory study. Then we present what we observed in relation to business process modeling. We conclude the chapter with
a section where we present the limitations of the study. In the next chapter, we present a survey of different BPM pattern catalogs found in literature.
Chapter 4

Survey of BPM Patterns

This chapter presents a survey of different BPM pattern catalogs that exist in the literature. In section 4.1, we start by proposing a taxonomy for BPM patterns. Then, we present different catalogs namely micro, medium-sized, and macro pattern catalogs based on the taxonomy proposed. In section 4.2, we present the micro, medium anti-pattern catalogs (solutions to common problems that are known to have drawbacks).

4.1 Pattern Catalogs

4.1.1 Taxonomy

We identified three important dimensions for classifying BPM patterns (see Fig. 4.1).

![Classification Dimensions](image)

Figure 4.1: Classification Dimensions

**Size**  The size of BPM patterns ranges from single constructs of a modeling language to complete reference models that serve as a blueprint for modeling all relevant business processes in some domain.

We differentiate between micro patterns (a construct or a small process fragment that is typically very generic), medium sized patterns (reusable model fragments)
and macro patterns (a group of process models that can be adapted to specific needs).

Medium and macro patterns do not only have to include a business process model in a language like BPMN. They can also include other elements like metrics for measuring business processes, a domain object model which assists the construction of software for the business processes [76, 70], etc.

**Process Aspect** As discussed in chapter 2, business process models contain information about different aspects. We differentiate between patterns that deal with the control-flow aspect, patterns that deal with the data aspect and patterns that deal with the resources aspect (which includes human resources and hence the organizational aspect as well).

**Universality** While some patterns are specific to a certain business domain, others can be used universally and independently from a business domain. For this reason, we differentiate between domain-specific and non-domain-specific patterns.

In the following sections, we will use the size as the main classification.

### 4.1.2 Micro Patterns

We categorize the published micro pattern catalogs (see Fig. 4.2) according to the aspect of BPM that they are concerned with:

- **Control flow patterns** deal with the invocation of activities and the temporal order between them.

- **Data patterns** deal with the various ways to represent, transfer and use data.

- **Resource patterns** deal with human and non-human resources.

- **Exception handling patterns** deal with different exception handling capabilities. When an exception has to be handled, both the control flow and the allocation of resources are affected. Therefore, these patterns have to cover the control flow aspect as well as the resource aspect.
4.1.2.1 Control Flow Patterns

Figure 4.3: Control Flow Patterns

Other Names As the control flow was the first aspect of workflow / BPM languages for which a pattern catalog has been published, some early papers refer to control flow patterns as “workflow patterns”. In newer publications, the term “workflow patterns” is used for all four kinds of micro-patterns.

Purpose Control-flow patterns describe the control flow perspective of workflow systems or business process models. The control-flow perspective is concerned with the invocation of activities and the temporal order between activities.

Example The pattern “Exclusive Choice” defines a point in the workflow (or business process model) where—based on a decision or based on data—one of several branches is chosen.

Important Papers Kiepuszewski’s thesis [47] is the founding work for control flow patterns and one of the earliest works on BPM patterns in general. It contains 20 control flow patterns. Later this work was expanded to include 43 patterns [80]. In Russell et al.’s paper [80], it has been shown that 32 out of the 43 control flow patterns are either a specialization or a composition of another pattern. By discussing these relations among the patterns, the pattern catalog evolves to a language of control flow patterns, giving a clear picture of how the different control flow patterns are related to each other. A formal conceptual basis for building such a language of control-flow patterns has been given by Börger [21].

Applications The control flow patterns described in Kiepuszewski’s PhD thesis [47] have been successfully used for a comparison of commercially available and open source workflow management systems [108, 119]. By analyzing which control flow patterns are supported by the different tools, it was possible to draw conclusions on the suitability and the expressive power of the workflow management systems.

In the same way, business process modeling languages have been analyzed with regard to their support for control flow patterns as shown in Table 4.1. Such an analysis discusses the expressiveness of a modeling language. It is useful for deciding
whether a language can be used for a given purpose. However, it should be noted that for such an analysis other aspects (for example understandability, modularity or extendability) that are outside the scope of BPM pattern systems have to be considered as well.

In addition to serving as a framework for analyzing existing modeling languages, control flow patterns have also been used as a base for designing the language YAWL [107]. This workflow definition language was constructed such that it supports all major control flow patterns (which is usually not the case for other BPM languages).

The following table gives an overview of papers that evaluate process-based service composition languages and business process/workflow modeling languages with respect to their support for the control flow patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modeling language</th>
<th>papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPEL4WS</td>
<td>[116, 103, 117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN</td>
<td>[104, 114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Driven Process Chains</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi-Calculus</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML Activity Diagrams</td>
<td>[114, 118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSCI</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLANG</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPDL</td>
<td>[103, 107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSFL</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAWL</td>
<td>[118, 105]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Papers analyzing support for control-flow patterns in modeling languages

All applications of control flow patterns discussed so far have the purpose to compare, select or design languages or tools.

Another application of control flow patterns is to integrate support for frequently used control flow patterns into the modeling tool. Gschwind et al. [37], researchers from the IBM Zurich Research Lab, report on an extension they have built on top of a commercial business process modeling tool. This extension helps the modeler to select and use modeling fragments that form frequently used control-flow patterns. The authors state that “many time-consuming editing operations can be replaced by a single click”. Mazanek and Minas [61] discussed similar ideas.
4.1.2.2 Data Patterns

**Purpose** Data patterns describe the data-flow perspective of workflow systems or business process models. The data-flow perspective is concerned with the various ways in which data is represented and used.

**Example** The pattern “Data Transfer by Reference—with Lock” describes the ability of a workflow (or BPM system) to communicate data elements between different components by passing a reference to where the location of the data element exists in some mutually accessible location [81, 82]. In order to ensure that only one activity can write the data at any point of time, the receiving component gets read-only or restricted access to the data element.

**Important Papers** Data patterns have been published by Russel et al. [81, 82]. The paper titled “Workflow Data Patterns: Identification, Representation and Tool Support” [82] provides a general overview while the technical report titled “Workflow Data Patterns” [81] explains all data patterns in detail. Altogether, the researchers identified 40 data patterns based on common characteristics that occur repeatedly in different workflow modeling paradigms. They categorized these characteristics into four distinct groups: data visibility, data interaction, data transfer, and data-based routing.

**Applications** As with control flow patterns, data patterns have been used for a comparison of both workflow management systems and modeling languages. Russell et al. [82] conducted a detailed review of six workflow systems, standards and web service composition languages with respect to their support for data patterns. Wohed et al. [115] analyzed the support of data patterns in three frequently used BPM languages (BPMN, UML Activity Diagrams and Oracle BPEL PM).
### 4.1.2.3 Resource Patterns

![Figure 4.5: Resource Patterns](image)

**Purpose** Resource patterns focus on the resource perspective, i.e., the people and machines actually doing the work.

Resources are required to execute activities; the definition given in [84] states that “a resource is an entity that is capable of doing work and can be classified as either human or non-human, i.e., a resource that does not correspond to an actual person - e.g. plant and equipment”. It should be noted that this definition is much narrower than other definitions of resources used in business science (which would include for example natural and financial resources).

**Example** In the Shortest Queue pattern in [84], the system allocates the work item to the resource with the least number of work items already allocated to it; for example a heart bypass procedure is allocated to a surgeon with the least number of operations allocated to him/her.

**Important Papers** Russel, ter Hofstede and Edmond [84] give a brief overview of resource patterns; a complete and detailed review can be found in their paper titled “Workflow Resource Patterns” [83]. 43 patterns have been identified and grouped into a series of specific categories depending on the specific focus of each pattern. Both of the papers [84, 83] focused on human resources, although many of the concepts and patterns can be applied to non-human resources as well.

Details of a particular pattern [84], the “Resource Delegation” pattern, are discussed by Hsu and Wang [42], who also suggest a catalog of specific delegation patterns.

**Applications** The Resource patterns papers [83, 84] examine five commercial workflow systems in terms of support for resource patterns. We are not aware of a comparison of modeling languages with respect to support of resource patterns. However current languages offer rather limited support for modeling the resource perspective. Factors like skills or availability of resources are not included in current BPM languages. For example, originally the language BPEL4WS was lacking any direct support for resources. The standard BPEL4People [5] tries to resolve this
deficiency. Russel and van der Aalst [79, 87] evaluated the proposed BPEL4People standard in terms of the workflow resource patterns.

### 4.1.2.4 Exception Handling patterns

#### Purpose
A business process model should not only contain information about a “normal” execution of a process instance, it should also define how exceptional cases can be handled. As in software programming languages, such cases are named exceptions. Exception handling patterns deal with the different cases that may lead to exceptions during the execution of a business process and the various ways in which a workflow system can handle such exceptions.

#### Example
A simple example for an exception handling pattern is the pattern called “Resource Unavailable Handling Strategy” [85]. In case of the unavailability of a human resource that is required for some activity, the current work item is suspended, the activity is reassigned to another person and then restarted from the beginning.

#### Important Papers
Russel, van der Aalst and ter Hofstede provided a pattern-based classification framework for workflow exception handling in in [86]. A follow-up paper [85] includes evaluation details on the support of these patterns by several workflow systems and BPM languages.

Staudt Lerner et al. [55] complained that Exception handling patterns papers [86, 85] remain on a rather technical level and do not guide the modeler to choose the pattern that fits a given problem. Staudt Lerner [55] fills this gap by focusing on common problems and structuring the exception-handling pattern catalog such that a modeler can find an appropriate pattern for a given situation.

#### Applications
In Russell et al. [85], eight workflow systems and the business process modeling languages XPDL, BPEL and BPMN have been examined for their support to exception patterns. Staudt [55] discusses the exception handling mechanisms that are included in UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams, BPMN, and LittleJIL and analyzes how often the patterns can be found in a collection of real-world models.
4.1.2.5 Summary

Table 4.2 shows the four categories of micro patterns with the key papers introducing each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Key papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction and Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control flow Patterns</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Patterns</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Patterns</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception handling Patterns</td>
<td>86, 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Literature for Micro Pattern Catalogs.

4.1.3 Medium Sized Patterns

Medium sized patterns describe generic solutions that can be used inside several business process models. They include more than one activity, but are smaller than a complete business process model. Medium sized patterns describe modeling of common situations like the “four-eyes principle” that can be found in various business process models. They potentially include all aspects of a business process model (functions, control flow, data, organization and resources), although not all of these aspects have been considered in published pattern catalogs.

We categorize the medium sized patterns according to their generality and differentiate between generic (non domain-specific) process fragments and domain-specific fragments. Also, we discuss the special case of compliance patterns that can be either domain-specific or not.
4.1.3.1 Generic Process Fragments

![Figure 4.8: Medium Sized Generic Patterns](image)

**Purpose**  
Generic (non domain-specific) process fragments describe the modeling of common situations that can occur in different application domains.

![Figure 4.9: Notification Pattern](image)

**Example**  
As an example for a medium sized pattern, Fig. 4.9 shows the pattern “Notification” from [96], depicted in the Business Process Modeling Notation.

**Important Papers**  
Thom et al. [95] investigate the frequency with which certain non domain-specific patterns occur in practice. They have mined 190 workflow processes in more than 10 different organizations and claim that their set of patterns was necessary and sufficient to design all 190 real workflows. Thom et al. [96] show a set of requirements for process modeling tools such that these tools can support pattern reuse directly. Thom in her PhD thesis [97] presents a metamodel for business process based on patterns which can be used to create new business process models through reuse.

Motschnig al. [76] have compiled a small catalog of patterns for situations that can often be found in a business environment. The names of the patterns already give a good idea of their scope and include Identify name/location, Publishing, Validate, Voting, Make an appointment, Register, Survey, and Meeting. Their pattern catalog does not only consider the BPM perspective but also includes a domain object model which helps to construct the software that supports the business processes. A similar set of patterns—focusing on the domain object model—can be found in Paludo et al. [70].

Ould [69] describes seven large-scale patterns of organizational behavior such as delegation, reporting and contracts. They allow to model processes in the large.
Lonchamp [57] compiled a list of patterns for collaborative work with the focus on both the control-flow and the data perspective. These patterns deal with the collaborative production of documents and discuss topics like merging or reviewing documents.

Patterns that are related to modeling aspects of business contracts have been presented in Kabilan paper [45].

**Applications** Thom [97] describes the process of using a set of patterns for creating business process models. Thom also describes how her patterns can be mapped to formal BPEL4WS models, although we are not aware of a tool actually performing such a mapping.

Use of non domain-specific patterns has been shown to be effective in the analysis phase of the software development life cycle. Paludo et al. [70] presented a case study based on real-world data and demonstrated that a large part of the domain object model could be built by using patterns from their catalog.

### 4.1.3.2 Domain-Specific Process Fragments

![Medium Sized Domain Specific Patterns](image)

**Figure 4.10: Medium Sized Domain Specific Patterns**

**Purpose** Large organizations use hundreds or even thousands of diagrams to document their processes. It is very common that many such diagrams share the same building blocks. Reusing those building blocks can help to create business process models faster and in a more consistent way. Models can be created in a systematic fashion, and as a result the collection of business process models becomes easier to understand.

**Example** Stephenson and Bandara [92] have published a pattern from the healthcare domain which they call “Continuum of Care”. The pattern documents the high-level process “delivery of health treatment services”. It has been used for creating process models in various service areas such as radiation therapy, haematology and surgery.

**Important Papers** Kim et al. [48] describe a modeling mechanism using case-based reasoning for finding fragments that can be integrated into a business process
Partially matched models that have been retrieved from a repository are customized to create a new model.

Madhusudan [58] et al. introduced a similar approach that makes use of model fragments stored in a repository. However, instead of relying only on models that have been previously created in the same organization, their approach also works with prototypical patterns - templates that need to be adapted to a business process model instance. Madhusudan et al. state that their repository contains 60 such patterns of various organizational business processes. Their collection of patterns (called "prototypical cases" in [58]) has not been published. The article also contains a discussion of the implications of such a pattern-based approach on the business process model design cycle.

The modeling language PICTURE [16] is built on the concept of domain-specific medium sized patterns. It contains modeling constructs which are specifically designed for a domain. Examples for such constructs are “enter data into IT” or “Approve Document”. The supporters of PICTURE claim that it helps to simplify modeling significantly. Domain-specific versions of PICTURE have been developed for administrative processes [16] and for the banking sector [15].

Applications  Domain-specific process fragments can be used inside an organization in order to avoid repeated work and inconsistencies among different but related models [48, 58].

Becker et al [16] argue that their pattern-based modeling language PICTURE allows to create models more easily. Because a PICTURE model contains domain knowledge in a semi-formalized notation, it can also be used for measurement purposes and for detecting processes that should be improved.

4.1.3.3 Compliance Patterns

Purpose  Organizations have to cope with several requirements originating from regulations and standards. Regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley act impose compliance requirements that need to be reflected in the business process models of an organization. Compliance patterns are reusable model fragments that are known to adhere to the compliance requirements. Due to the complexity of the existing
regulations, these patterns deal with several aspects of BPM (including control-flow, the resources and decisions based on data values). Compliance patterns can be domain-specific or not.

**Example** A typical compliance pattern is the “Approval” pattern; based on certain conditions, a decision made by one participant needs to be approved by another one.

**Important Papers** Namiri and Stojanovic [65] have compiled two sets of patterns which they call “control patterns”. Their high level control patterns can be used by compliance experts who are familiar with the domain. The system level control patterns represent a technical view of the former. Schumm et al. [88] present so-called “process fragments for compliance” that can be reused in several models.

Both mentioned papers do not only provide an overview of compliance patterns, they also present a concept that supports the whole life-cycle of a pattern. In particular, they make use of a pattern repository that is used for storage and retrieval of compliance patterns.

**Applications** Compliance patterns can be used for constructing business process models in highly-regulated domains like banking or healthcare. The patterns can be used not only for constructing compliant models, but also for detecting violations of the compliance rules during the actual execution of a process. An important area of application for compliance patterns are patterns related to security and authorization. Such patterns are discussed in [23] and (on a higher abstraction level) in [3].

### 4.1.4 Macro Patterns / Reference Models

![Figure 4.12: Macro Patterns](image)

**Other Names** Macro patterns are also called reference models, business process frameworks or universal models.
**Purpose** Macro Patterns serve as a blueprint for the construction of business process models in a certain domain. Usually such patterns are available in the form of generic templates that need to be adapted to the circumstances in an organization. They include standard descriptions of processes, covering all process aspects (functions, control flow, data, organization and resources).

**Example** The SAP R/3 reference model [24] describes the capabilities of the SAP R/3 system from a business viewpoint, containing both a process model as a data model. The SAP R/3 reference model contains process models in 29 categories, such as Production, Treasury, Real Estate Management and Purchasing.

**Important Papers** One of the first approaches towards a macro pattern for business process models is the MIT Process Handbook [59]. It contains process descriptions in structured natural language and documents the dependencies between the processes.

A survey and classification of reference models for business processes (containing mainly reference model published in Germany) has been published by Fettke et al. [29]. For more information about reference models, we refer the reader to this survey.

**Applications** Reference models included into ERP systems such as the BAAN Dynamic Enterprise Modeler reference model or the SAP R/3 reference model serve as a comprehensive documentation of the ERP system and as a starting point for customizing the system. Customization starts with a high-level view (where the organizational structure and the value chain are modeled). It can later be refined into detailed descriptions at the level of single processes.

In general, reference models can be used to implement, measure, control and tune business processes. For these purposes, the reference model can contain much more than just a blueprint of business processes. Commonly, reference models contain a data model and methods to link the data model to the process model. They can also include performance attributes and metrics to measure process performance in a standardized way. For example, the Supply Chain Operations Reference Model [20] - a reference model that has been applied successfully in a large number of organizations around the world - contains more than 200 process elements (described in a textual and also in a semi-formal graphical form) as well as 550 metrics.

### 4.2 Anti-Pattern Catalogs

Anti-patterns are patterns that describe common mistakes, i.e. commonly reinvented bad solutions to recurring problems. In this section, we discuss the published anti-patterns for BPM.
4.2.1 Micro-Anti-Patterns

4.2.1.1 Control Flow Anti-Patterns

**Purpose** Control flow anti-patterns describe constructs in a business process model that lead to errors in the control flow. Technically spoken, such an error is defined as a violation of the soundness property [102].

**Example** An obvious example for a control flow anti-pattern is a combination between an exclusive choice (only one of many possible flows is executed) with a synchronization (a join node waiting for all incoming flows being completed).

**Important Papers** Several researchers discussed the patterns for which a wrong combination of control-flow elements can lead to errors in a business process model.

To our knowledge, the first such categorization of error patterns has been compiled at the University of Osaka. In Onoda et al.’s work [67], five so called deadlock-patterns are discussed. It has been shown, however, that one of these patterns does not have to correspond to a control-flow error [51].

Other papers discussing control-flow anti-patterns include [50, 111, 50]. The most comprehensive catalog of control-flow anti-patterns has been compiled by Gruhn and Laue [35].

Laue et al. [34] present a visual query language BPMN-Q which can be used for finding control flow anti-patterns. Using this language, not only errors are identified but also the erroneous parts of the business process diagram can be highlighted based on the detected anti-pattern.

**Applications** Control flow anti-patterns can be used by modelers as guidelines on how to avoid common problems. Such guidelines have been published by Koehler and Vanhatalo [50]. In this work, each anti-pattern was followed by one or several patterns that represent a correct solution to the modeling scenario. Smith [91] and Rozman et al. [78] also discussed such guidelines, mainly focusing on syntactic or control-flow errors in business process models. Similar guidelines - also including suggestions for wording and layout of BPMN models - have been published by Silingas and Mileviciene [89].

The patterns (in a formalized form) can also be used by automatic tools that can find (and sometimes also correct) modeling errors. Examples of such tools are discussed in [51] and [34]. Gruhn et al. [35] show that by using control-flow anti-patterns modeling errors can be found almost as accurately as by using static analysis. [34] shows some patterns where the readability of a model can be improved by substituting a control-flow anti-pattern by an alternative notation without changing the meaning of the model.

4.2.1.2 Data Flow Anti-Patterns

**Purpose** Data Flow Anti-Patterns describe constructs in a business process model for which problems in the data flow will occur.
Example An example for a data flow anti-pattern (called “Strongly Redundant Data Pattern” in [101]) describes the case that after a data element is written, it will never be read before it gets destroyed or the execution of the business process is completed.

Important Papers Sun [94] described three data-flow anti-patterns that can lead to problems in business process models (missing data, redundant data and conflict data). A more comprehensive list of anti-patterns has been published by Trčka et al. who discussed nine anti-patterns in [101]. Both [94] and [101] also describe methods for detecting instances of the anti-patterns at design time.

Koehler et al. [49] discuss anti-patterns related to the data-flow perspective; most of them are rather specific to the modeling language used in the IBM Business Modeler tool.

Applications As with control flow anti-patterns, data flow anti-pattern catalogs can be used for educating the modeler [49], but also for detecting data flow problems automatically [9, 94, 101, 62].

4.2.2 Medium Sized Anti-Patterns

Purpose Medium sized anti-patterns are concerned with locating pragmatic problems in a business process model. They work on a business level and require analyzing the labels that describe the meaning of activities and events used in a business process model. Often, they can also be used for detecting flaws in the actual process (not just in its model).

Example The PICTURE approach [14] allows detecting cases where a document is printed and later scanned again, which is most likely a problem in the actual process.

Important Papers Becker et al. [14] described anti-patterns from the banking sector. A similar discussion for anti-patterns in the area of public administration can be found in [16].

Gruhn and Laue [33] discussed three examples of patterns where the control flow in a business process model is modeled in an unstructured way. They analyze these patterns and show that the presence of certain kinds of patterns inside a model can give the modeler a hint for possible improvements of the model or the underlying business process.

Gruhn and Laue [36] used logic programming and text analysis for finding common pragmatic modeling errors like modeling a decision activity without modeling more than one possible result of this decision.
Applications The main purpose of medium sized anti-patterns is the improvement of actual business processes. They can be used together with business process patterns [74] as defined in Sect. 2.2.3.1.

The query language BPMN-Q allows searching for compliance violations in BPMN models [54]. Anti-patterns can be expressed as BPMN-Q queries.

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Dependencies between the Classification Dimensions

In the previous sections, we provided a classification scheme of BPM pattern catalogs according to three classification dimensions. The purpose of this classification is to document which kinds of patterns are useful for which purpose.

Note that there exist dependencies between the dimensions used in our classification scheme. Therefore the pattern catalogs can be found only in a subset of the possible combinations within the three classification dimensions (see Fig. 4.13).

![Figure 4.13: Union of all BPM Pattern Catalogs](image)

4.3.2 Micro vs Macro

Micro patterns are small in size while having a very high level of abstraction and do not contain much business knowledge. This means that micro patterns are always non domain-specific. Hence, they are useful for assessing the expressiveness and suitability of different workflow/BPM/web service composition languages and standards. Also, these patterns were used to compare different BPM systems. Furthermore, they served as a base for constructing the YAWL system (providing both a modeling language and a workflow engine) which has been developed with the aim to support almost all micro-patterns [105].

On the other end of the scale, macro patterns are typically reference models which document many process models and the relationships between them. They contain a large amount of business knowledge, cover all aspects (functions, control flow, data and resources) and are typically industry specific. Macro patterns can be used by customizing reference models to the needs of an organization [110] or for a comparison with existing process models to pinpoint problems and improvement opportunities [10].
Medium sized patterns can be either domain-specific or not, and they can deal with any subsets of the BPM aspects.

Fig. 4.14 illustrates the relationship between different dimensions.

4.3.3 How to make use of the Taxonomy

Our taxonomy attempts to organize BPM patterns such that it becomes clear which kind of BPM pattern is useful for which purpose. By providing a kind of navigation between different pattern catalogs, one aim of our categorization is to start the integration of several BPM pattern catalogs into a BPM pattern language. Also the objective of the proposed taxonomy is to generate a wider debate about which criteria should be used for classifying BPM patterns.

For practitioners, a taxonomy can be helpful for locating patterns that fit their current needs.

4.3.4 Limitations to the BPM patterns survey and taxonomy

This is a first attempt to propose a BPM patterns taxonomy. We believe that there is a need to have a wider debate before the BPM research community can develop and agree on a definitive taxonomy. In addition, since there are many patterns in the literature and still there are others to be discovered documented, this survey is not meant to be exhaustive but illustrative in regards to our proposed taxonomy.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter we presented a survey of BPM pattern catalogs and proposed a taxonomy for these patterns. BPM patterns differ in size, process aspect and universality. Micro patterns have been used mainly in comparing BPM standards and systems. Although it is useful to do so, but it is not clear what is the value of using a language/system with a feature if that feature is not used. Or it is not used when it is needed. Macro patterns are used in business modeling, since their
business knowledge content is rich but are usually large and hard to customize. Also, medium sized patterns have more business knowledge content compared to micro patterns, but are smaller in compared to macro patterns.

The next chapter presents an exemplar for one pattern catalog, the control flow micro patterns.
Chapter 5

BPM Patterns with Examples

This chapter presents the control flow BPM pattern catalog as mentioned in van der Aalst et al. paper [108]. The examples use Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN).

5.1 Basic Control-Flow Patterns

In this section we cover the basic control-flow patterns. These patterns are considered the elementary patterns.

Basic control-flow patterns consist of five patterns:

1. Sequence pattern
2. Parallel Split
3. Synchronization
4. Exclusive Choice
5. Simple Merge

The following figure shows a process to prepare a hot drink either coffee or tea. This example will be used in explaining the few coming patterns.
5.1.1 Sequence pattern

If two activities are connected together with a control flow edge that has no conditions on it then we have a sequence pattern. This pattern is the fundamental building block for any process model. It is not uncommon to find it in almost every process model. It implies that whenever the first activity is completed the second should start, and as well whenever the second activity starts this implies that the first was executed till completion.
sequence pattern more than once highlights in red ellipses. For example “Heat Water” can only start after “Fill boiler with Water” is completed. Same for the other sequence pattern, where “Put tea in cup” can only start after “Get cup” is completed.

5.1.2 Parallel Split (Fork)

The effect of the Fork pattern is that it makes the flow of control diverges into two or more parallel branches, each of which executes concurrently. Thus a single thread of execution will be split into two or more threads.

![Parallel Split Pattern](image)

As shown in the figure, while “Make coffee” is being executed “Get cup” can be executed in parallel. Same with the other Parallel Split pattern where “get cup” and “Put tea in cup” are being executed at the same time “Fill boiler with water” and “Heat Water”.

5.1.3 Synchronization (Join, AND-join)

The effect of the Join is that it converges two or more branches into a single thread of control. In fact the Join is the complement of the Fork pattern. Note that if a Fork is used then the different branches may or may not be joined later. A Join waits until all of its input branches are enabled before it passes on the control of flow to its single output branch.
As shown in the figure, a Join converges two or more branches into a single thread of control. For example, after “Heat water” and “Put tea in cup” are both completed then the Join converges these two threads of control into one and “Pour hot water into cup and enjoy tea” starts. Same thing happens for the other Join, only after “Make coffee” and “Get cup” are both completed then “Pour coffee into cup...” can start.

### 5.1.4 Exclusive Choice (Decision)

When one thread of control is followed by two or more branches and based on some condition only one of these branches will be followed then we have a Decision pattern. The condition on which the decision is based upon can take different forms. The condition can be the outcome of a preceding activity, the result of some user decision, or the value of a specific data element in the process engine.
As shown in Fig. 5.5, based on the outcome of the preceding activity either one of the two following branches will be taken, that is to say, either preparing tea or coffee.

5.1.5 Simple Merge (XOR-Join, Asynchronous join, Merge)

A Merge allows for the convergence of two or more branches into one subsequent branch. In effect the Merge is the complement of the Decision pattern.

As shown in Fig. 5.6, a Merge allows for the two different branches (paths) to
converge. So whenever any one of the two branches before the Merge is enabled then the Merge will pass the control to the following activity. In this process, “Pour into cup and enjoy hot drink” will be enabled.

Join versus Merge

It is important to note the difference between Join and Merge. Both are used for converging different paths. As mentioned earlier, a Join waits until all of its input branches are enabled before it passes on the control of flow to its single output branch. On the other hand, Merge passes control to its single output branch, whenever any input branch is enabled. That is why another name for Merge is Asynchronous join.

Other than in special cases, typically Join is used with a Fork and a Merge is used with a Decision. Using a Merge with a Fork leads to the part after the Merge being executed more than once. On the other hand using Join with a Decision will lead to a deadlock.

5.1.6 Summary

Figure 5.7 summarizes the 5 basic control flow patterns with an example.

![Graphical representation of basic control flow patterns](image)

Figure 5.7: Graphical representation of basic control flow patterns
5.2 Advanced Branching and Synchronization Patterns

5.2.1 Multi-Choice

With a Multi-Choice a branch is diverged into two or more branches. Multi-Choice gets its input and based on some condition it enables one or more of the outgoing branches.

**Fork versus Decision versus Multi-Choice**

Fork enables all of its output branches; a Decision (exclusive decision) enables only one; and Multi-Choice is something in-between. Based on some conditions it can enable one, all or some combination of the output branches. The conditions are evaluated at runtime based on the execution information and a decision is made.

In BPMN this pattern can be represented in 3 different ways. By using implicit split and having conditions on the outgoing arcs. Another way is to use an OR-split. Finally it can be represented by a complex gateway.

The multi-choice pattern is also known by other names such as conditional routing, selection, OR-split, multiple choice.

Figure 5.8 presents the process of emergency call.

![Multi-choice pattern](image)

Figure 5.8: Multi-choice pattern (based on an example from [80])

In the example and depending on the nature of the emergency call, one or more of the three activities shown after is started immediately. The three activities are dispatch police, dispatch fire engine and dispatch ambulance.

5.2.2 Structured Synchronizing Merge

Structured synchronizing merge is the complement of the Multi-Choice. Structured Synchronizing Merge (simply known as Synchronizer) converges two or more
incoming branches into one. The synchronizer waits for every branch that has been activated by the previous Multi-Choice before passing the control to its outgoing branch.

Structured synchronizing merge pattern can also be known as “synchronizing join” or synchronizer.

Figure 5.9: Structured synchronizing merge (based on an example from [80])

**Figure Example**

Figure 5.9 shows a process with a structured synchronizing merge pattern. In this example of emergency call and depending on the type of the emergency, either or both of the dispatch police and dispatch ambulance activities are initiated simultaneously. When all emergency vehicles arrive at the accident, the transfer-patient activity starts.

### 5.2.3 Multi Merge

A multi merge converges two or more incoming branches, where for each active incoming branch the outgoing branch will be activated. In this case there is no synchronization since for each incoming branch it will continue uninterrupted into the merged branch.
In the example shown and after preparing the site, we have three parallel activities “lay foundations”, “order materials” and “book labourer” activities. A quality review activity is executed after each one of the parallel activities completes. This means that quality review will be executed three different times.

5.2.4 Structured Discriminator (1-out-of-M-join)

A structured discriminator converges two or more branches into one outgoing branch. Once the first incoming branch is active the discriminator passes control to the outgoing branch. When other incoming branches are enabled, these does not result in the activation of the outgoing branch until all incoming branches are enabled, then the discriminator is reseted.
In the example shown in Fig. 5.11 when dealing with a cardiac arrest, we need to perform “check breathing” and “check pulse” activities at the same time (i.e. in parallel). Whenever one of them is completed the “perform triage” activity starts. Whenever the other activity is completed it is then ignored and the “perform triage” activity is not repeated.

5.3 Structural Patterns

5.3.1 Arbitrary Cycles

An arbitrary cycle is a point in the process where one or more activities can be repeated several times. It is important to notice that for this pattern there can be more than one entry and/or exit points.
In the example shown in the figure, we can notice two arbitrary cycles interleaved leading to more than one entry and more than one exit points.

### 5.3.2 Implicit Termination

Implicit termination pattern means that a process should terminate whenever there is nothing more that can be processed and that the process is not in a deadlock.

In the example shown in the figure, after activity A is completed either activity B or C should start. But after B or C is completed nothing else is required to be processed so the process terminates.
5.4 Multiple Instance Patterns

Patterns described in this section are multiple instance patterns. A multiple instance pattern exists whenever there is an activity in a business process that can be running and active more than once. That is to say there are multiple activity instances within the same process instance for the same activity. This situation is similar to programming where having multiple threads running for the same definition. The difference between the patterns explained here is the need for synchronization when the activity instances are completed and when the number of the activity instances is determined.

5.4.1 Multiple Instances without Synchronization

In multiple instances without synchronization pattern the process instance can start multiple instances from the same activity such that there will be multiple activity instances at the same time. These instances will run concurrently and are independent from each other. In this pattern the multiple instances does not need to be synchronized when they are completed.

Figure 5.14: Multiple Instances without synchronization

5.4.2 Multiple Instances with a priori Design-Time Knowledge

In multiple instances with a priori design-time knowledge, there is a need for synchronization and the number of instances is known in advance at the design-time.
In the example of peer reviewing, it is determined that for each paper there will be three different reviewers. So the review paper is a multiple instance with the number three. In effect the execution of this process is equivalent to the process shown in Fig. 5.15 where there are three separate “review paper” activities.

### 5.4.3 Multiple Instances with a priori Run-Time Knowledge

In multiple instances with a priori run-time knowledge, there is a need for synchronization and the number of instances is known in advance at the run-time.
5.4.4 Multiple instances without a priori Run-Time Knowledge

In multiple instances without a priori run-time knowledge, there is a need for synchronization and the number of instances is not even known in advance at the run-time.

5.4.5 Comparing multiple instances patterns

When there exist multiple instances from the same activity within the same process instance either we do not need to synchronize the multiple instances or we need to synchronize them. If there is a need to synchronize the multiple instances then it
is required to know the number of the instances to be able to synchronize them. And the difference between the last three patterns is about when the number of instances is known. In one case when the number is known at the design time of the process, in another case when it is known in advance (a priori) at run-time (i.e., before any of the instances is started) while the final case is when it is not even known in advance at run-time.

To understand the difference between the previous 4 patterns, using feature model can be very helpful here. The following feature model summarizes the 4 different patterns.

- **Multiple Instance**
  - Not Synchronized
  - Synchronized
    - “Number of instances is known at”
      - Design time
      - Run time
      - without runtime

Some notes on the previous feature model:
- Not Synchronized and Synchronized are mutually exclusive.
- “Number of instances is known at” is a mandatory feature.
- The “Number of instances is known at” can be removed from the tree but it makes the tree more readable.
- Also Design time, run time, without runtime are mutually exclusive.

## 5.5 State-based Patterns

### 5.5.1 Deferred Choice

A deferred choice pattern describes a point in the process model where there are several branches and only one will be selected based on interaction with the environment.

BPMN supports the deferred choice pattern through the use of event-based exclusive gateway. After the gateway there should be either a receive task or an intermediate event using message-based triggers (so the choice of which path to follow is based on the message received).
Figure 5.18: Deferred choice pattern

In the example shown in the Figure 5.18 (based on an example from Workflow Patterns[1]), a business trip must be approved before its booking. There are two options for an employee to get this approval. One way is by getting an approval from the department manager, the other is by getting the approval of both the project manager followed by the approval of the financial manager. Doing both is not possible and the decision is manual.

5.5.2 Interleaved Parallel Routing

In this pattern, there is a set of activities that need to be executed only once under the condition that the execution satisfy some partial order in addition to the restriction that no two activities can be executed concurrently.

A good example given by Russell et al.[80] is what is needed when dispatching an order. There are three different activities prepare invoice, pick goods and pack goods. The partial order in this case is that pick goods must be executed before the pack goods. Prepare invoice can be executed at any time.

Interleaved Parallel Routing is not supported in BPMN 1.0, since it only supports simple tasks via an ad-hoc process but no support for interleaving groups or sequences of tasks.

5.5.3 Milestone

A certain activity can be executed only if the process is in a certain state (named as a milestone). If we have a process with activities A, B and C. B can be executed

only if A has completed but before C starts.

An example for this pattern [80] is when “enroll student” activity can be started only if “open enrollment” has completed and “close off” did not start yet.

Milestone is not supported in BPMN 1.0 since there is no support for states.

5.6 Cancellation Patterns

Patterns in this section are about the concept of cancellation, which means withdrawing a running activity or process case. Cancellation concept is very useful in the case of exception handling.

5.6.1 Cancel Activity

An activity that is about to start is canceled before it starts execution. If the activity has started then it is disabled and if possible, the currently running instance of that activity is halted and removed.

BPMN supports the cancel activity pattern through compensation handlers attached to activities. This is achieved by attaching error type triggers to the boundary of the activity to be cancelled as shown in figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Cancel Activity pattern (based on an example from [80])

Figure 5.19 depicts a business process model for processing a mortgage. The applicant can decide not to purchase the house and cancel his/her application while the “Prepare Mortgage Application” activity is about to start or has started but no yet completed. But if we need to allow for the purchaser to be able to cancel the application for mortgage at any time within the process then we will need to use cancel case pattern.
5.6.2 Cancel Case

In the cancel case pattern, a complete process instance is cancelled. By cancelling the whole process instance, all of its executing activities, in addition to those which may execute at some time in the future, and all its sub-processes are cancelled. In this pattern, the process instance status is recorded as completed unsuccessfully.

BPMN supports cancel case pattern through including the whole process in transaction (sub process) with an associated end event. The end event allows to end all the executing activities in the process instance (case).

Figure 5.20 shows a process model that contain a subprocess. The subprocess is for the creation of mortgage. The whole subprocess can be cancelled regardless at which step in the subprocess is being executed. Figure 5.21 shows the same process but with one difference the mortgage subprocess is expanded.

Figure 5.20: Cancel case pattern (based on an example from [80])

[Image of BPMN diagram]
5.7 Summary

In this chapter we explained and presented examples for the control flow pattern catalog. We chose to present this catalog because control flow, although not the only perspective, is typically the most prevalent perspective when creating business process models. Process modeling tools should have a built-in support for different BPM patterns to ease the construction of BP models.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis we presented an empirical research study that was conducted within an IT department with few thousand employees serving an organization with around 70,000 employees. This study was conducted over 9 months in two sites located in two different cities. Data collection phase included 2 on-site observations, 5 focus groups, and 18 interviews resulting in 23 hours of recordings, 181 pages of transcriptions, and 712 points identified. Based on this study we identified the challenges associated with Requirements Engineering in general and the creation and usage of business process models in particular from a practical point of view. We identified

- 10 key pain points ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the challenges faced by Business Analysts in dealing with Requirements Engineering in practice.

- 5 tool features wish list from Business Analysts’ points of view ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the desired features for requirements management tools.

- 6 tool features wish list from developers’ points of view ranked from highest to lowest priority. These are the desired features for requirements management tools.


In addition we examined the pain points and explored the connections between them, ultimately determining the cause/effect relationship that existed between most of the pain points then created a model to capture those relationships. In particular, the model explains why basic requirements determination needs time and effort which should not be reduced. If management attempts to stop or limit the required time and effort, these attempts will lead to less than optimal requirements specifications that, in turn, will create even greater negative consequences for the organization.
The study has shown that the studied organization applies business modeling, but uses a very lightweight version of the Line of Visibility Enterprise Modeling (LOVEM) methodology [72] and more advanced concepts are handled in textual description. That is to say, BAs see the value of BPM, but need simple ways to create models. Business process modeling patterns have been proposed to ease creating more complete models [95]. This is the reason why the thesis studies BPM patterns, by providing a survey and a taxonomy. We consider the survey to be the first survey of BPM pattern catalogs. Also the taxonomy presented is a first attempt to formulate a BPM pattern catalogs taxonomy. Further, the catalog with examples is a first step towards future work of preparing teaching material and creating empirical studies to show whether these patterns can actually help practitioners create better models.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

How BPM patterns can be made available in a repository [66] and also how process variants can be defined and transformed into concrete models [52] [77] [112] [39] [73] [10] [75] are still the subjects of ongoing research. Another problem that needs to be researched is the question of how semantic queries can be used to locate suitable patterns. An approach based on Pi-calculus and ontologies has been published by Markovic and Pereira [60].

From a practical point of view, it is desirable to integrate the use of patterns directly into the modeling tools. In [37], Gschwind et al. state that “despite the common belief in the importance of patterns, only limited support for using patterns in today’s business process modeling tools can be found.” A step towards integrating patterns into modeling tools should be a formalization of the patterns. An effort to achieve such formalization is documented in [100] [99] [98] [38] where the authors present an UML-based process meta-models that allow explicit representation of process patterns.

It is important to point out that empirical studies showing how these patterns can be used and how they are used in reality are still rare. Empirical studies can help to determine which patterns are more useful than others, and why. For example, it is a relevant question to ask which subset of micro patterns is the most useful for a given purpose [64]. Moreover, studies on the factors affecting the usage of BPM patterns and studies documenting the effects of BPM patterns on modeling time and model quality are yet to be seen.

Last, it is important to question which techniques can be used to improve and widen pattern adoption in industry. Having a taxonomy can be the starting point from which both researchers and business process modeling experts can collaborate.
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